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Abstract

Introduction: Teeth whitening is an aesthetic treatment performed in dentistry, that is related to the individual's social

life. Methods: This is a clinical case report of a patient with dental staining. The presented protocol is innovative due to

its reduction in the application time of the whitening gel. The result was evaluated using the Vita Classic color scale.

Results: The CBT patient was 58 years old, white and female, the initial measurement of the color of the right maxillary

central incisor was performed with scale Vita Classic and presented a measurement of A2 and after tooth whitening

with violet light combined with 35% hydrogen peroxide was evaluated with a final measurement of B1. Conclusion: We

can consider the device containing violet LEDs combined with whitening gel to be effective for teeth whitening. The

protocol applied in this clinical case included a reduction in clinical session time in the office and reduced in painful

sensitivity during and after clinical procedure.
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Introduction

The tooth pigmentation is an aesthetic problem in dentistry that greatly bothers patients who visit a dental office daily.

Teeth whitening is an aesthetic treatment performed in dentistry that is related to the individual's social life. Individuals

who have teeth whitening obtain greater acceptance in society, significantly influencing their interaction, social and

intellectual development[1]. For these reasons, we believe that teeth whitening is not only a treatment with an aesthetic

result, but also that it is considered a dental procedure that influences the psychosocial behavior of the individual.

We can classify teeth whitening in three ways in relation to the ways to perform this treatment within modern dentistry

based on scientific evidence. In the first way, we can call it home teeth whitening, where the professional follows the

procedure remotely, it is performed by the patient himself at home using trays made specifically for this type of treatment

concomitantly with the use of whitening gel composed of carbamide peroxide in low concentration. In the second way, we

call in-office teeth whitening, where the professional carefully and safely follows the entire procedure and using carbamide

peroxide or hydrogen whitening gel in high concentration, accompanied by light or not; and the combination of these two

techniques to achieve greater stability of tooth whitening.

For a long time, the teeth whitening technique was based on the use of a gel composed of hydrogen peroxide or

carbamide peroxide on the surface of the tooth enamel to obtain the breakdown of the pigments. The pigments

impregnate and stain the enamel giving the tooth a yellowish color.[2] These pigments, when fragmented by the action of

hydrogen peroxide, begin to reflect light in a modified way, making the teeth whiten. Blue light has been advocated by

several researchers as an energy source capable of accelerating this process and, therefore, combines the application of

gel and blue light in the teeth whitening performed in the office.[3][4]

Teeth whitening is a procedure that has been widely proven in the dental scientific literature, presenting several protocols

for carrying out this procedure.[5][6] Some authors question the use of light as an effective agent in teeth whitening

protocols. However, more recent laboratory studies have shown the effect of violet light as a physical agent capable of

breaking down pigments that stain bovine teeth and human dental teeth.[7]

There are several teeth whitening protocols recommended by the manufacturer using the Bright Max Whitening system

(BMW - MM Optics, São Carlos, SP, Brazil) that uses violet light (LED λ=408±10nm) (Fig. 01) and can use whitening gel

or even without applying gel to the tooth surface. The results obtained with this new technique of applying violet light have

shown efficacy and advantages presented in the literature, as well as in the protocol that will be presented later in this text

with the objective of reducing tooth sensitivity and dental chair time.
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Figure 1. Graph showing the peak absorption of the BMW device containing 4 violet LEDs with

wavelength close to 410nm.

Research carried out by the Biphotonic Laboratory of IFSC-USP (Institute of Physics of São Carlos - University of São

Paulo) shows the ability of violet light to break down pigments on the surface of bovine teeth, showing the effectiveness of

the BMW system in the production of whitening with advantages over conventional techniques.[7][8] In the BMW system,

when the gel is not combined, the surface of the tooth enamel is not attacked by substances that can descale the tooth,

as with the use of teeth whitening gels.[9]

One of the side effects that causes the most discomfort in the dental office during or after teeth whitening is the dental

hypersensitivity caused by the whitening gel and the heating promoted by the blue light.[10][11] Our studies show that the

physical action of violet light does not promote dental hypersensitivity when the BMW system is applied with the following

recommended protocol. Reports given by patients during and after using the BMW teeth whitening system, who had

hypersensitivity, have been made reporting that dental pain sometimes disappears.

Action of violet light on pigments that cause stains on the tooth

To understand the action of violet light on the pigments that stain teeth we must understand how light, molecules and

atoms manifest themselves physically in nature not only with a mechanistic physical view, but also with a quantum one. In

fact, with this level of observation, our daily intuition must be reassessed. Among the consequences of the quantum

nature of molecules is the fact that the spatial distribution of electron charge (spatial occupancy of the electron). Electron

orbitals are responsible for chemical bonds (electron clouds), the structure of molecules and, consequently, their various
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properties. An important property of this quantum nature is that, like only some of these distributions, changes are only

possible when a jump from one configuration to another occurs. These electron transitions are called quantum jumps. The

occurrence of these jumps can cause structural changes, modification of reactivity or even interruption of connections

causing breakdown of molecular connections.

The quantum jump occurs when electrons are accelerated by an external energy, such as the incidence of a photon on an

atom or molecule, this electron excitation moves the electron away from the atomic nucleus which migrates to another

orbit different from the previous one. After the excitation of these electrons, they tend to be attracted to the center of the

atom's mass and make it a stable element. Basic physics has known about this process for many years. The return of

electrons to their orbits closest to their atomic nucleus, if they have not separated from the atom, releases energy packets

in the form of photons, described by Gilbert N. Lewis (1926)[12], that cause the emission of light.

The photon is a subatomic particle that has its own physical characteristic. The photon is also recognized as a paradoxical

quantum phenomenon[12], as it propagates as a packet of energy and at wavelengths that are related to the colors we

see.

By observing the atomic behavior, when energetically animated, we can see that the electrons in the last shells require

less energy to jump to the outer shells, and their return creates photons with longer wavelengths. However, electrons in

the innermost shells of the atom need more energy to complete their electronic jumps and can even be ejected and

transferred to other elements. It would be something like sparks or mini rockets launched by atoms. The light waves that

electrons farther from the nucleus produce have higher vibrations and wavelengths, being close to red; Meanwhile,

electrons closer to the nucleus emit photons with smaller vibrations and wavelengths, approaching violet, ultraviolet, X-

ray, or gamma light—the latter wavelengths are imperceptible to human eyes.

The basic principle of the observation of teeth whitening is related between the combination of these properties known by

the physical propagation of light. When light hits the tooth surface and is reflected, nerve cells have the biological ability to

recognize the light electrical stimuli that are reflected. These electrical stimuli, i.e. photons are absorbed by nerve

terminals located in our retina, nerve cells called cones and rods. These nerve cells process the colors and bring

information from this recognition so that brain cognition for these electrical stimuli occurs. This biophysical combination,

much studied in several Biophotonics Centers around the world, allows us to understand the effects of violet light

(wavelength approximately 408 nm) on pigments in tooth whitening.

The pigments that stain teeth are responsible for absorbing white light and greater amounts of light in the blue

electromagnetic spectrum, which promotes greater reflection of light with green and red wavelengths. The combination of

reflection of these colors (red, green, and blue) in an unbalanced way makes us feel as if we are looking at a yellowish,

unbleached tooth. Therefore, the fundamental chemical role of the whitening gel, or physical through violet light in teeth

whitening is that the dental pigment is fragmented. This will promote a greater reflection of blue light from the tooth.

Therefore, the color reflection having the mix between the green, red, and blue colors will become more proportional.

Causing the observer to observe the whitened tooth surface.
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The photon is the smallest particle responsible for the transfer of electromagnetic energy capable of altering the bonds

between molecules, such as the pigments that stain the tooth. Violet light has a short wavelength, very close to ultraviolet.

Violet light also has a high hertz vibration of its photons, which gives it different energy and absorption characteristics from

other wavelength spectra. We can say that violet light has a characteristic of having more energy than other lights in the

visible spectrum and being considered within a biological window that does not cause DNA damage in living cells when it

is not used at high power or for a prolonged time in living tissues.

Studies have shown the ability of violet light to break down pigments in teeth whitening without the use of

gel.[7][13][14] Other studies show that the combination of the use of peroxide combined with violet light showing better

effects compared to known techniques of teeth whitening with or without the use of light.[15][16] Violet light is thought to be

absorbed by electrons displaced in the electronic clouds that form the molecular bonds of the pigments that stain the

tooth. This light energy transferred through photons promotes a transitional change or quantum leap in these electronic

clouds, causing π and σ bonds to change to an unstable situation, promoting the dissociation of these molecules.[17] With

this theory, the hypothesis is created that as the molecules and the pigment the tooth are broken by violet light, as already

detailed in this text, tooth whitening is thus promoted.

Violet light action on the tooth surface

Several published studies show morphological and structural changes because of teeth whitening when applying

whitening gels containing peroxides.[18][19] This effect of the gel on the tooth surface is very well described in the

literature as tooth decalcification. These studies on tooth decalcification in tooth whitening are performed by electron

scanning microscopy (SEM) where the qualitative aspects of superficial changes are evaluated[20][21]. In a recent study

carried out by our research group using SEM in the LCE-DEMa-UFSCar laboratory, in which the samples were treated

and tested in different situations at a high level, using an EDT[9] detector. After these evaluations and SEM recordings, no

damage was identified in samples where only violet light was applied. To understand the superficial aspect of the bovine

teeth treated in this study, where the effects of violet light without gel combination were compared with two other groups,

where in one group only 35% hydrogen peroxide gel was applied and another was considered control (without treatment),

the photos of figures 02 (a, b, c) are presented below.
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Figure 2. Superficial evaluation using SEM: a-) Control group, no treatment; b-) Photographic protocol of teeth whitening only with light, without

whitening gel; c-) Teeth whitening protocol with 35% hydrogen peroxide whitening gel (500x magnification).

The results presented in this study show that there are differences between tooth surfaces when performing teeth

whitening using only violet light and whitening gel. It is not possible in this study to quantify the decalcification of the tooth

surface, and this may influence a conclusion about this experiment. An important observation was the finding that,

apparently, no enamel prism was exposed after the application of light when only violet light is applied, thus reducing the

possibility of painful tooth sensitivity due to the surface permeability of the tooth enamel structure. We have found in the

literature that tooth decalcification after the use of whitening gel can be compensated in a few hours by the action of saliva

or even the application of fluoride.

Methods

In the violet light teeth whitening technique (BMW - MM Optics, São Carlos, SP, Brazil) in the office, the dentist has

complete control of the technique, not depending on the patient's collaboration. The patient receives treatment with

greater safety, as they are not at risk of gingival irritation due to gel contact, gastric problems due to the ingestion of gel

containing peroxide, and dental hypersensitivity due to the use of gel or light. With the BMW system, teeth whitening can

be carried out in a practical, fast and effective way, reducing the patient's chair time. The following is a protocol that

applies violet light for teeth whitening. The following is a protocol that applies violet light for teeth whitening. This clinical

study is a part of an experiment that was carried out in a dental office at the Biophotonics Laboratory of the Physics

Institute of São Carlos-University of São Paulo (USP). All procedures were approved by the Ethics Committee of Federal

University of São Carlos, Brazil (12/05/2015). This study is registered in the Brazilian Clinical Trials Registry/ Registro

Brasileiro de Ensaios Clínicos (ReBEC) under the clinical trial registration number 10859 with the identifiers:

CAAE: Plataforma Brasil (38288114.1.0000.5504)

WHO International Clinical Trials Registry platform:UTN code U1111-1262-5077

Approval number of the clinical research Ethics Committee from Universidade Federal de São Carlos
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(UFSCAR):1.037.128

Protocol

The teeth whitening protocol presented in the clinical case below is performed with violet light and clear whitening gel

containing 35% hydrogen peroxide. The BMW system was used, and this protocol is indicated mainly for patients with mild

or medium dentin hypersensitivity. This protocol is done in just 20 minutes with the intention that the gel will be applied

more quickly in contact with the tooth surface. This means that low molecular weight nascent oxygen does not have

enough time to penetrate the dental pulp through the dentin tubules and cause pulp damage or even tooth sensitivity. In

these cases, violet light was used with the 35% hydrogen peroxide whitening gel for a total of 2 clinical sessions.

Clinical and radiographic examinations were performed, and the patient signed an informed consent form for tooth

whitening. Then, prophylaxis was performed using Robinson's brush and pumice paste with water at low rotation. (Figure

3)

Figure 3. Tooth polishing with pumice diluted in water.

To make a comparative assessment of the color of the teeth before and after teeth whitening, the initial recording of the

color of the teeth was made using the Vita Classic color scale (Vita Zahnfabrik, H. Rauter GmbH & Co. KG. D-7880

Säckingen, Germany). (Figure 4)
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Figure 4. Evaluation of tooth color using the Vitapan Classic scale.

To have better access to the teeth during treatment, the lip retractor was allocated and positioned with a flexible shank or

sucking tip between the first molars, allowing mandibular stability throughout the whitening procedure. The protective

barrier of gingival tissue was cured with light (Top Dam, FGM Dental Products, Joinvile, SC, Brazil) by photoactivating it

for 10-20 seconds with the BMW system device itself.

The application of 35% hydrogen peroxide gel was done for 3 minutes without irradiation with violet light. After that, the

irradiation with violet light by LED device with a wavelength of 408nm, containing 4 LEDs, total power of 1400 mW and

irradiation of 165 mW/cm². The active tip of the LED device as close as possible to the tooth surface was performed and

then activated for 60 seconds, it was repeated 06 times (Cycle=6), and in these 06 irradiations the hydrogen peroxide is

maintained on the tooth surface, with a waiting time of 60 seconds between applications (Cycle=6, Active=1min.,

Passive=1min.). After that, the excess gel is removed and 3 more cycles with violet are performed (Cycle=3,

Active=1min., Passive=1min.). Thus, the irradiation with violet light in total is done for 60 seconds to be repeated for 9

times, the total light delivery time was done in 9 minutes and the total time of the clinical session 20 minutes. The violet

LED device radiates both arches by vestibular at the same time. The clinical case with this protocol was carried out in 2

sessions with an interval of 7 days between each session. (Figure 5)
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Figure 5. Application of violet light with BMW device.

After the end of the irradiation, the gingival barrier is removed with the aid of an exploratory probe. The polishing of the

tooth enamel surfaces is performed using a Robson brush with a pumice stone or associated with an extra fine-grained

diamond paste (Diamond Excel, FGM Dental Products, Joinvile, SC, Brazil). Written caution guidelines should be given to

avoid ingestion with foods and beverages containing dyes.

Results

The tooth whitening of the clinical case shown in this protocol was performed with the application of violet light (BMW

system) following the step-by-step instructions shown above. The CBT patient was 58 years old, white and female. In this

patient, the initial measurement of the color of the right maxillary central incisor was performed with Vita Classic color

scale and presented a measurement of A2 and after tooth whitening with violet light combined with 35% hydrogen

peroxide was evaluated with a final measurement of B1. (Figure 6 and 7)
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Figure 6. Initial Photo - Clinical Case - CBT Patient

Figure 7. Final Photo - Clinical Case - CBT Patient

Discussion

The protocols shown here are based on research done with the application of violet light through an LED device with a

wavelength of 408nm, containing 4 LEDs, total power of 1400 mW and irradiation of 165 mW/cm2.

Recent research in teeth whitening has sought to improve teeth whitening by minimizing its side effects of dental

hypersensitivity and caustic damage to hard and soft tissues in the oral cavity. Several publications of our research group

at the Biophotonics Laboratory (IFSC-USP)[15][16][17][22][23][24] with collaborations of researchers from other renowned

institutions, place teeth whitening using violet light combined or not with gels containing peroxides in various

concentrations as innovative therapy and with fewer side effects at this time within cosmetic dentistry.[25][26]
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The application of violet light appears as an innovative reality in tooth whitening with effective results but also as a therapy

capable of promoting oral decontamination of the patient. A recent study shows that it was possible to demonstrate that

violet light has real applicability in tooth whitening and the potential to be used in oral decontamination.27 Furthermore,

violet light has a gingival photocoagulation effect, being a new tool for tooth whitening with the advantage of combining the

control and prevention of diseases initiated by microorganisms in the oral cavity and controlling gingival bleeding after its

application.[27]

The scientific foundations of photo whitening are based not only on dental science, but also on basic and quantum

physics, fully accepted by science. Therefore, the scientific basis of photo whitening is consolidated. In view of

consolidated scientific bases, and together with the clinical and scientific knowledge of the dentist, the teeth whitening

procedure must be customized and performed to obtain its excellence in each protocol, satisfying the expectations of

patients through treatment with evident and proven results in dentistry.

Conclusion

We can consider the BMW device as a low to medium power device, which can be combined with gel presenting a tooth

whitening effect with a reduction in the time of clinical session in the office, a decrease in pain sensitivity during and after

the clinical procedure, less physical aggression to the tooth surface, no aggression to soft tissues, the possibility of

repeating clinical sessions more frequently without damage to teeth or soft tissues.

Additional Figures
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